What Every Employer Should Know
About the Law of Union Organizing
Daryll J. Neuser and Daniel D. Barker

With several federal labor law changes on the horizon, the ﬁnancial stakes for
employers may increase dramatically. Prudent employers are well-advised to understand the law of union organizing. This article discusses the early signs of union
organizing and details unfair labor practices arising during union organization
campaigns.

M

any labor relations professionals, lawyers, and non-lawyers alike,
have been anxiously watching the growing public debate regarding federal labor law change. While proposals for statutory change have
bounced around Congress for many years, the results of the November
2008 Congressional and presidential elections caused a heightened
sense that change is imminent.
The November 2008 presidential election ushered in an administration that is sensitive to the needs of organized labor. President Obama,
both as a candidate and now as head of the Executive branch, has
repeatedly voiced his support for legislation which will “level the playing field” between unions and management.
In the November 2008 Congressional elections, Democrats, who
already enjoyed a significant majority in the House of Representatives,
initially picked up eight seats in the Senate. After months of litigation,
on July 7, 2009, Al Franken was sworn into the Senate as the junior
Senator from Minnesota giving Democrats a filibuster-proof majority
of 60 seats in the Senate. Less than 24 hours after he was sworn in,
Senator Franken became a co-sponsor of the Employee Free Choice
Act of 2009.
To many, these political changes are the harbinger of a resurgence of
organized labor. Even Wilma Liebman, Chairman of the National Labor
Relations Board, speaking for herself, stated in an address to the US
Chamber of Commerce on Labor Policy at the Crossroads that a “perfect
storm” existed for changes to federal labor law.
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Indeed, since the 111th Congress began on January 3, 2009, there have
been no fewer than six bills introduced into the House of Representatives,
the Senate, or both proposing changes federal labor law:
•

The Employee Free Choice Act of 2009 (H.R. 1409 and S. 560).
These bills provide a “card check” process as a substitute to
secret ballot elections, mandate mediation, and interest arbitration for first labor agreements and significantly increase penalties against employers for violations of the National Labor
Relations Act.

•

The National Labor Relations Modernization Act (H.R. 1355).
This bill does not include a “card check” provision but requires
employers to give unions equal access to the employer’s
property to campaign in favor of unionization. This bill also
contains mandatory mediation and interest arbitration for first
labor agreements and significantly increases penalties against
employers for violations of the National Labor Relations Act.

•

Labor Relations First Contract Negotiations Act of 2009 (H.R.
243). This bill also makes mediation and interest arbitration
mandatory for first labor agreements.

•

The Secret Ballot Protection Act (H.R. 1176 and S. 478). These
bills would legally prohibit a labor organization from causing
or attempting to cause an employer to recognize or bargain
collectively with a union that was not selected by a majority
of such employees in a secret ballot election conducted by the
National Labor Relations Board.

To suggest that some form of change is not imminent is unrealistic.
The only real question is what specific changes will survive the political
process. The “card check” provision of the Employee Free Choice Act has
received the most media attention. However, many of us do not believe
that “card check” is politically viable. If there is a demise of “card check,”
that means traditional union organizing tactics will continue, albeit on a
much faster schedule and much broader scale, after the law changes.
Just as important, are provisions in the proposed laws that would
attach significant fines and penalties to labor law violations. In other
words, the financial stakes for employers may increase dramatically,
and prudent employers are well-advised to understand the law of union
organizing.

EARLY SIGNS OF UNION ORGANIZING ACTIVITY
Many employers are under the mistaken belief that the union’s first
step in organizing a new employer is to file a petition with the National
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Labor Relations Board (the Board) or to solicit signatures on cards
authorizing union representation of the employees who sign. Very often
however the union will covertly probe employee interest prior to any
larger-scale solicitation of authorization cards. The union may even
attempt to place a paid or unpaid union organizer within a target nonunion company to organize the non-union company’s workforce from
the inside. This organizing tactic is known as “salting.”
Regardless of how the union first infiltrates the company, there are
many telltale signs of union organizing:
•

Increase in the number or intensity of employee complaints on
wages, hours, working conditions, or management practices;

•

Unusual or more frequent employee challenges to management authority;

•

Employee demands to revisit employee relations issues that
management believed had been resolved;

•

Increase in the number of hushed and/or animated employee
conversations that stop when management comes near;

•

Unusual groupings or congregations of employees (i.e.,
conversations between employees who typically do not
interact);

•

Actions taken by groups of employees versus individual action
(e.g., groups of employees appearing at the supervisor’s door
to make a complaint or groups of employees wearing the
same article of clothing such as a red T-shirt on the same
day);

•

Unusually frequent or well-publicized employee meetings
during non-work hours;

•

Increase in the number of formal complaints to government
agencies (i.e., Occupational Health and Safety Administration,
U.S. Department of Labor Wage and Hour, state or federal fair
employment agencies, environmental agencies, etc.);

•

Clothing/buttons imprinted with traditional union organizing
themes or union identification; and

•

Unusual increase in graffiti or defacement of employer
postings.

The above list is not intended to be exhaustive but only illustrative that
many early signs of union activity are easy to miss. Because Section 7
of National Labor Relations Act (the Act) applies to all employees, not just
Employee Relations Law Journal
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“unionized” employees, employers must be mindful of the law of organizing even in the absence of an obvious union organizing campaign.

COMMON EMPLOYER UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES
DURING A UNION ORGANIZING CAMPAIGN
Introduction
An employer is permitted, and is almost always well advised, to
conduct an employee informational campaign when confronted with a
union organizing campaign. What the employer is lawfully permitted to
do and say in its counter-campaign is the subject of Section 8(a) of the
Act and a vast number of Board decisions and judicial opinions.1
Employers that do not pay careful attention to relevant labor law when
conducting a counter-campaign can easily run afoul of the law. There are
few easy answers in determining whether the employer’s counter-campaign
violated the Act and whether the employer has thereby committed one or
more unfair labor practices. The analyses are complex and highly fact
intensive. Moreover, outcomes are often influenced on factors beyond the
control of the employer, such as the Board Region investigating the charge
and the Board’s political composition at the time of adjudication.
The remainder of this article is meant to explain the general structure of the Act’s employer-side unfair labor practices provisions and to
explain the general principles, often through illustrative examples. Given
the complexity of this area of the law, employers that are confronted
with an organizing campaign should immediately seek legal counsel.

Review of the General Statutory Structure and Language
Section 8(a)(1)—Interference, Restraint, and Coercion
Section 8(a)(1) of the Act provides that it is an unfair labor practice for
an employer “to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in section 7.”2 Section 7 of the Act provides:
Employees shall have the right to self-organization, to form, join,
or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through
representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other
concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other
mutual aid or protection, and shall also have the right to refrain from
any or all such activities[.]3

Section 8(a)(1) is very frequently cited as the statutory authority of
unfair labor practice charges and/or complaints.4 There are two reasons.
First, Section 8(a)(1) covers a very large number of common employer
unfair labor practice activities. Threats, promises, coercive questioning,
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surveillance, disparagement of the organizing union, and many other
employer activities may violate Section 8(a)(1).
Moreover, because Section 8(a)(1) prohibits actions that “interfere
with, restrain, or coerce” employees, an employer that violates one of
the other statutory sections derivatively violates Section 8(a)(1) of the
Act as well.5

Section 8(a)(2)—Domination or Interference of a Union
Section 8(a)(2) of the Act provides that it is an unfair labor practice
for an employer to “to dominate or interfere with the formation or
administration of any labor organization or contribute financial or other
support to it[.]”6
This section of the Act is often cited in charges and/or complaints
alleging that an employer’s use of employee participation programs
unlawfully dominates or interferes with the formation of a union. It is
also cited in some cases in which two or more rival unions are competing to represent employees and the employer provides assistance to
only one of the unions.

Section 8(a)(3)—Discrimination in Regard
to Hire or Tenure of Employment or Any Term
or Condition of Employment
Section 8(a)(3) of the Act provides that it is an unfair labor practice for
an employer to discriminate “in regard to hire or tenure of employment
or any term or condition of employment to encourage or discourage
membership in any labor organization.”7
Like Section 8(a)(1), Section 8(a)(3) is the statutory authority prohibiting certain employer conduct under a myriad of fact situations.
Discharges for employment, suspensions, segregation of employeeunion activists, and failure to hire allegations may constitute Section
8(a)(3) violations.

Section 8(a)(4)—Discrimination for Filing Charges
or Participating in Board Proceedings
Section 8(a)(4) of the Act provides that it is an unfair labor practice for
an employer to “discharge or otherwise discriminate against an employee
because he has filed charges or given testimony under this Act.”8

Section 8(a)(5)—Refusal to Bargain
Section 8(a)(5) of the Act provides that it is an unfair labor practice for
an employer “to refuse to bargain collectively with the representatives of
Employee Relations Law Journal
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his employees[.]”9 Section 8(a)(5) violations typically occur after a union
has been certified as the employees’ exclusive bargaining representative.
For that reason, the topic is not covered in this article.

Remedies for Employer Unfair Labor Practices
During a Union Organizing Drive
Employer Unfair Labor Practices During an Organizing
Campaign May Invalidate an Election and/or Result
in a Board Bargaining Order
Generally, in determining whether a party has engaged in objectionable conduct warranting a remedy, the Board will evaluate the parties’
conduct beginning on the date that the certification of representative
petition was filed through the date of the election (i.e., the so-called
“critical period”).10 However, the Board may also consider pre-petition
conduct in circumstances where such conduct “adds meaning and
dimension to related post-petition conduct.”11
As described more fully below, an employer who engages in unfair
labor practices during a union organizing campaign runs the risk that the
Board will invalidate subsequent election results or order the employer
to bargain with the union.

Invalidation of Election Results
Conduct that affects the results of the election may constitute a basis
for setting aside the results of the election.12 Generally, an employer’s
post-petition, pre-election conduct must conform to Sections 8(a)(1)
through 8(a)(4) of the Act. The Board may set aside the results of an
election if, in conducting its counter-campaign, the employer’s tactics
are “extreme enough” to create “an atmosphere” that makes employee
free choice “improbable.”13
A union’s objections to an election need not constitute unfair labor
practices in order for the Board to find that they have impermissibly
affected the results of the election. The union’s burden is simply to
provide sufficient evidence to show with reasonable probability that the
employer’s improper acts materially affected the results of the election.
The Board utilizes a nine-factor test to decide whether the improper
acts materially affected the results of the election. The nine factors are
the:
1. Number of misconduct incidents;
2. Incidents’ severity and the likelihood of causing employee
fear;
3. Number of employees subjected to the misconduct;
Vol. 35, No. 4, Spring 2010
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4. Proximity of the misconduct to the election date;
5. Degree the misconduct persisted in the minds of employees;
6. Extent the misconduct was known by employees;
7. Effect of misconduct by the opposing party in canceling out
the effect of the original misconduct;
8. Closeness of the final vote; and
9. Degree to which the misconduct can be attributed to a
party.14
The Board will order and conduct a re-run election in cases where
the Board finds that an employer’s conduct has disrupted the election
process but is not so serious as to warrant a bargaining order.

Bargaining Order
The Board has the authority to order the employer to bargain with
a union in cases where the employer’s response to an organizing campaign is to commit numerous and/or severe unfair labor practices.15 The
Board will use this extraordinary remedy in cases where the union had
lost the representation election but timely filed objections to the election
and unfair labor practices charges. Similarly, the Board may also issue a
bargaining order without requiring a secret ballot election and, in some
cases, without any evidence that the union represented a majority of
employees.

Who Can Constitute “The Employer” for Purposes
of Determining Employer Liability?
The statutory unfair labor practices proscribe “employer” conduct.
Therefore, before describing the types of employer activities that may
violate the Act, it is important to discuss which people can constitute
“the employer” for purposes of determining employer liability. On balance, liability for the prohibited conduct committed by a person or
entity other than the “employer” does not flow to the “employer.” But
because “employers” do not act except through the conduct of persons,
it is usually necessary to determine whether a specific person’s conduct
can be imputed to the employer.
In some cases it is relatively easy to determine whether a person
is acting on behalf of the employer so that the employer is properly
liable for the unlawful action(s). The Act defines the term “employer” to
include “any person acting as an agent of an employer, directly or indirectly[.]”16 Generally, because supervisors, managers, company officers,
Employee Relations Law Journal
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and executive personnel are the most likely to act for the employer during a union organizing drive, liability for the conduct of those persons
usually flows to the employer.
In other cases, such as low-level supervisors, third parties and rankand-file employees, the determination is more difficult. This section
provides general guidelines as to when an employer may be held
responsible for the conduct of certain classes of persons.

Supervisors
An employee’s title alone cannot establish whether an employee
is a statutory supervisor.17 Section 2(11) of the Act defines the term
“supervisor” as:
any individual having authority, in the interest of the employer, to
hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall, promote, discharge, assign,
reward, or discipline other employees, or responsibly to direct them,
or to adjust their grievances, or effectively to recommend such action,
if in connection with the foregoing the exercise of such authority is
not of a merely routine or clerical nature, but requires the use of
independent judgment.18

The Act’s list of supervisor indicia is phrased in the disjunctive. Thus,
if an individual possesses any one of the listed powers, that individual
may qualify as a “supervisor” under the Act.19
Moreover, the types of authority in Section 2(11) of the Act must be
exercised with independent judgment on behalf of management and not
in a routine manner.20 The exercise of some supervisory authority in a
merely routine, clerical, perfunctory, or sporadic manner does not confer
supervisory status. For example, the Board has decided that, standing
alone, it is not significant that employees report absences to a purported
supervisor. That was so because the receipt of absence reports in and of
itself is no more than a clerical function.21 Similarly, scheduling employee
overtime and vacations may be a supervisory function only if the task
involves independent judgment. If such tasks are carried out within the
relatively fixed parameters established by management, then the performance of those tasks is routine and does not confer supervisory status.22

Agents
As described above, the statutory definition of the term “employer”
includes any person who acts indirectly as an agent of an employer.23
Many common law agency principles, including the apparent authority
doctrine, come into play in determining whether an individual’s unlawful conduct can be imputed to the employer. Section 2(13) of the Act
makes clear, however, that “[i]n determining whether any person is
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acting as an ‘agent’ of another person so as to make such other person
responsible for his acts, the question of whether the specific acts performed were actually authorized or subsequently ratified shall not be
controlling.”24
The Board’s test for determining whether an employee is an agent
of the employer is whether, under all of the circumstances, employees
would reasonably believe that the purported agent was reflecting company policy and speaking and acting for management.25 The Board generally applies common law principles of agency in determining whether
an employee is acting with apparent authority on behalf of the employer
when the employee engages in alleged unlawful conduct.26 Apparent
authority results from the manifestation by the principal to a third party
that creates a reasonable belief that the principal has authorized the
alleged agent to perform the acts in question.27 Either the principal must
intend to cause the third party to believe the agent is authorized to act
for the employee, or the principal should realize that its conduct is likely
to create such a belief.28
In resolving questions of agency, the Board often considers the
employee’s position and duties in addition to the context in which the
allegedly unlawful conduct occurred.29 For example, the Board found that
an employer placed an employee in a position where coworkers could
reasonably believe that he spoke on behalf of management where the
employee was the only person to direct the work crew, interacted with
an admitted statutory supervisor, and attended at least one supervisory
meeting.30

Low-Level Company Leadership
Low-level foremen, who do not meet the definition of statutory
supervisor, are not per se agents of the employer.31 Generally, the Board
will not find agency status if the alleged agent is not involved in the
formulation, communication, or administration of personnel policy.32
In analyzing whether, under all of the circumstances, employees could
reasonably believe that the alleged agent reflected company policy
and spoke and acted for management, the Board considers whether
employees looked to the purported agent for communications regarding personnel policy33 and whether the purported agent held employee
meetings to discuss personnel issues.34
The Board is likely to find agency status when the employer holds
the purported agent out to employees as the usual conduit for transmitting information from the company to employees.35 Similarly, low-level
foremen who independently acted as the employer’s spokesperson on
job sites, acted as conduits for the relaying and enforcing of employer
policies, and participated in monthly management meetings were found
to be agents of the employer.36

Employee Relations Law Journal
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Rank and File Employees Are Not Presumed
to Be Agents of the Employer
Section 7 provides employees with the right to refrain from forming,
joining, or assisting labor organizations.37 Thus, an employee can actively
oppose a union’s organizational effort. In such circumstances the question often arises as to whether an employee’s opposition to unionization
is protected under Section 7 or whether the employee was acting as an
agent of the employer. It is a question without an easy answer.
The general rule is that the Board will not presume rank-and-file
employees who oppose unionization to be agents of the employer.
Therefore, the anti-union activities of rank-and-file employees are generally not imputed to the employer.
Even absent a showing of agency, however, an employer cannot
assist with or initiate employees’ anti-union activities. An employer cannot encourage employees to report back regarding union activities.38
For example, an employer cannot solicit the assistance of employees
in reporting union activities,39 such as requesting an employee attend a
union meeting and provide the employer with a list of employee names
who attended,40 requesting an employee join the union and report back
regarding union membership,41 or hiring an undercover agent to pose as
an employee and spy on union membership and activities.42 Even when
an employee voluntarily reports information, the Board may find that
the employer acted unlawfully by conversing about protected activities
with the reporting employee.43

Third Parties as Agents of the Employer
There is no per se rule that employers are liable for the conduct of
third parties. However, the Board may find a third party to be an agent
of the employer, and therefore impute liability to the employer, if the
employer instigated, condoned, or assisted in the third party’s unlawful
activities.
As examples, the Board held the employer legally responsible for a
mayor’s anti-union speech held on company time and company property in which the mayor asserted the employer could move out of the
city in response to the union organizing activities.44 The Board has also
found the employer legally responsible when:
•

The county sheriff interfered with employee organizing activities by revoking a security guard-employee’s commission as
deputy thereby making the employee ineligible for employment as a security guard;45

•

A subcontractor’s unlawful interrogation of its customer’s
employees by questioning the employees about their involvement in union activities;46 and
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•

The employer’s labor relations attorney visited an employee’s
home two days before the election and suggested that the
employer would relocate the plant.47

Employer Threats
When confronted with a union organizing drive, a natural human
reaction is to threaten to retaliate against employees for their perceived
disloyalty. Thus, when confronted with organizing activity, many employers colorfully explain the distribution of power within the employment
relationship. These employers often violate the Act because employers
make threatening or intimidating statements that are calculated to influence an employee in the exercise of his or her right to support a union.48
The issue in such cases is whether the employer’s remarks impinge on
employees’ statutory right to organize.
This section provides general guidance regarding employer statements
that cross the line of interference, restraint, and coercion and therefore
constitute unlawful threats under Section 8(a)(1) of the Act. The rules
for election cases are often more stringent than the ones used in unfair
labor practice cases. The unfair labor practice cases nonetheless provide
a useful analytical framework.

What Is a “Threat?”
The Board’s test for whether an employer’s remarks violate Section
8(a)(1) of the Act does not depend on the employer’s motive for making
the remarks nor the employer’s success in creating a coercive effect.49
Instead, the lawfulness of the remark is determined by whether the
remark may reasonably be said to have a tendency to interfere with the
free exercise of employees’ rights under the Act.50
Generally, unlawful threats have two components. The first component
is that the employer threatens to take an action that would be unlawful
under the statute. For example, threatening to discharge an employee
because of his or her union membership is unlawful, in part, because
it would be unlawful to actually discharge the employee on those
grounds.
The second component of an unlawful threat is the employer’s message
that the employer will, because it so chooses, carry out the threat. The
employer’s intent to effectuate the threat may be either direct or implied.
By way of examples, the Board found that an employer’s statement
that employees “would lose their asses if the union came in” was an
unlawful threat because it reasonably tended to interfere with the free
exercise of employee rights.51 A statement that employees would lose
the “family atmosphere” then in existence at the employer’s facility was
also deemed a threat.52 Both examples threaten employees with certain
adverse consequences within the employer’s control.
Employee Relations Law Journal
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The Employer’s Statutory (but Limited) Right to “Free Speech”
“The expressing of any views, argument, or opinion, or the dissemination thereof, whether in written, printed, graphic, or visual
form, shall not constitute or be evidence of an unfair labor practice
under any of the provisions of this Act, if such expression contains no
threat of reprisal or force or promise of benefit.”53 Thus, Section 8(c)
of the Act provides a defense to employers accused of unfair labor
practices.
The Board analyzes whether a comment is protected by Section
8(c) of the Act within the context in which the comment occurred.54
The Board likewise considers the context in which the statement was
made in view of the totality of the employer’s conduct.55 For example,
in one case the Board decided that a provision of the employee
handbook which stated the employer’s “intention to do everything
possible to maintain our company’s union-free status” was not protected under Section 8(c) of the Act when evaluated in the context of
the employer’s other unlawful conduct during the union organizing
campaign.
The fundamental point of Section 8(c) of the Act is that an employer
and its agents may lawfully state their opinions regarding unionization
as long as the stated opinion is free of threat or promise of benefit.56
Thus, the Board found that a supervisor’s statement that “the union
probably won’t get you anything more than you have now,” was a lawful statement of opinion from which no employee could have reasonably perceived a threat.57 A supervisor also lawfully expressed opinion
when she wondered aloud why employees would want a union given
the employer’s generous benefits and stated that the union just wanted
the employees’ money.58
Employer predictions of adverse consequences flowing from a successful union organizing drive is perhaps the most complex area in
which the Board must determine whether an employer’s statement
overstepped the bounds of permissible speech and constitute unlawful
threats. The Board conceded that “[t]he line between conduct permitted
under Section 8(c) and that prohibited under Section 8(a)(1) is often a
fine one.”59
In demarcating the line between lawful prediction and an unlawful
threat, the United States Supreme Court has held that an employer may
predict its opinion of the precise effects of unionization only as long as
the prediction is carefully phrased on the basis of objective fact.60 The
purpose of the Court’s requirement that the employer base its prediction on objective fact is to assure employees that the predicted result
would not be taken solely on the employer’s own initiative unrelated
to economic necessities. In other words, an employer may lawfully predict those objective natural consequences flowing from unionization as
opposed to those consequences that the employer would force upon
the employees. If, however, an employer’s “predictions” of adverse
Vol. 35, No. 4, Spring 2010
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consequences are not based in fact, the “prediction” will be viewed as
an unlawful threat by the NLRB.
It is also important to emphasize that Section 8(c) prohibits the NLRB’s
General Counsel from using protected communication as evidence of
other unfair labor practices.61

Threats to Reduce or Freeze Wages
An employer violates Section 8(a)(1) of the Act if the employer
states or implies that employees will lose wages because the company will take action on its own initiative in retaliation for the
employees’ choice to unionize.62 An employer cannot threaten
employees to take an action in retaliation for engaging in activities
protected by Section 7 of the Act.63 For example, it is an unlawful
threat to tell employees that they have lost a planned wage increase
because the employees had attempted to organize a union64 or that
all wages would be frozen if the union won the election.65 The Board
has also found that an employer violates the Act when it tells organizing employees that it could not give unionized employees more
than it gave non-union employees without encouraging the nonunion employees to organize.66
Other violations occur when the employer attempts to describe the
legal meaning of collective bargaining and the effect that the collective
bargaining process may have on wage rates. For example, an employer’s
announcement that wage increases would be 7 percent without the
union or 2 percent with the union was unlawful.67 Another employer’s
statement that wages “would” revert back to “a minimum” unlawfully
threatened that wages “would be” reduced independent of the collective bargaining process.68 A statement that wages will be frozen until a
collective bargaining agreement is signed also violates Section 8(a)(1)
of the Act if the employer has a past practice of granting periodic wage
increases.69

Threats to Withdraw Benefits
Like threats regarding wages, an employer may not state or imply that
employees will lose benefits as a result of the company taking action, on
its own initiative, in retaliation for the employees’ choice of the union.
Thus, it was unlawful for an employer to threaten that employees’
existing 401(k) benefits would be lost if the union won the election,70
to threaten the loss of existing pension plan,71 or to withhold processing of apprenticeship papers unless an employee withdrew his union
authorization card.72
The Board has also found that an employer threatened employees
with loss of benefits during a discussion of retirement benefi ts when
the employer stated it did not want the employees “to lose everything
Employee Relations Law Journal
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they’ve already got.”73 Similarly, an employer threatened employees
with a reduction in benefits when the employer told employees that
the company had stopped the practices of lending money to employees and allowing employees to use company vehicles for personal
reasons because the employees supported the union.74

Threats to Terminate Employment
Threatening employees with discharge for engaging in activities
protected under Section 7 of the Act is unlawful.75 For example, the
Board found that an employer unlawfully threatened discharge when,
following the employer’s election victory, the owner told a pro-union
employee that his “life expectancy with [the company] was nil.”76
Few employers today are so unsophisticated as to directly threaten
union adherents with discharge. For that reason, the Board is often
called upon to determine whether a specific remark had a tendency
to interfere with the free exercise of employees’ rights under the Act.77
For example, the Board found that a supervisor indirectly threatened
employees when he recounted his recent meeting in which the supervisor told the company’s superintendent “we ought to fire the whole damn
bunch” of employees.78 Although the supervisor did not directly threaten
employees, he effectively did so by his description of the meeting.
The Board has found the following employer remarks to be unlawful:
•

Telling employees that they “might be out of a job” if the union
is voted in;79

•

Telling employees that the company will not pay union wages
and that if the employees did not want to work under those
terms, “the door is open;”80

•

Telling an employee wearing a pro-union button that UAW
stands for “You Ain’t Working;”81 and

•

Asking an employee whether he was sure he wanted to be
with the union then stating, “Well, I don’t want you to get into
something too deep that you can’t get yourself out.”82

The Board also found that an employer threatened its employees
when, in response to employee concerns about operational changes, it
told employees that “if they did not like it, they could get out, leave their
jobs[.]”83 The Board reasoned that the employer’s comment indirectly
threatened employees that further complaints could result in discharge.
The Board similarly found an employer’s statement that union supporters should “go and get a job at a facility that has a union” was a “thinly
veiled” threat to discharge.84
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Threat to Close the Business
An often-litigated issue is whether an employer unlawfully threatened to close a business or lawfully predicted a closure on the basis of
objective fact.85 An employer may not state or imply, without objective
foundation, that a vote for the union would inevitably lead to plant
closure.86
An employer’s assumption that the union will make extravagant bargaining demands, in the absence of objective fact, will not support an
employer’s prediction that its costs will increase to the point of requiring the business to close.87 Consider, by way of comparison, the Board’s
conclusion in Kawasaki Motors Mfg. Corp. that the employer did not
violate the Act.88 In that decision, the employer informed employees of
the company’s financial and competitive situation and supported the
statements with undisputed objective economic facts that showed the
employer’s poor financial condition. The Board found that the employer
lawfully informed employees that any decision to close the plant would
be based on profitability and competitive status in the world market.
Unlawful threats to close a business occur in a myriad of factual circumstances. Perhaps the most common threat is a supervisor’s statement
that the business owner will close the business before negotiating with
the union. Thus, a supervisor’s statement that the owner would “close
the doors” was a direct threat to close the business.89 Similarly, the Board
found that an employer violated Section 8(a)(1) by stating “if the union
came in, [he] would have to look at one of [his] other options, and that
[other option] would be diverting work to Mexico”90 and telling employees that the employer would sacrifice and close the facility to save its
other facilities from the union.91
The Board has also found less obvious employer statements to be
unlawful threats of facility closure. For example, the Board found that
informing employees that the cost of operating the business increases
following unionization and that somebody would have to take a “hard
look at it” was an unlawful threat to close the business.92

Telling Employees It Is Futile to Try to Organize a Union
The Board has held that an employer cannot imply that it will unlawfully frustrate employee statutory rights via statements that union organizing is futile. Telling employees that they would never get a contract
if they selected the union is unlawful.93 Similarly, the Board found that
telling employees that the employer would not cooperate with the union
in negotiating a contract and would attempt to slow down and delay
negotiations unlawfully created the impression that union organizing
was futile.94
Futility was also found in supervisory remarks, “Is anyone in this
meeting stupid enough to believe that [the company’s owner is]
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going to sign a contract?” and “there’s no way [the company’s owner]
would sign no contract.”95 The Board has also found a manager’s
statement, “as far as [I am] concerned the plant would never be a
union shop” was an unlawful threat that voting for the union was
futile and that the employer would not recognize and bargaining
with the union.96
As with the other alleged threats, the Board has been willing to find
statements of futility in less obvious circumstances. For example, the
Board found that a supervisor violated Section 8(a)(1) of the Act by
asking an employee, “Where is your damn UAW protection now?” after
the employer had won the union election.97 The Board similarly found
a statement that the employer would “take the matter to the Supreme
Court” to escape a union contract unlawfully indicated that employee
support for the union was futile because the employer would take
“extraordinary measures” to frustrate the employees’ efforts on behalf of
the union.98

Telling Employees That a Strike Is an Unavoidable
Consequence of Union Organizing or That Striking
Employees Will Lose Their Employment
An employer may not tell employees that strikes are an unavoidable
consequence of union organizing.99 For example, the Board found that
an employer unlawfully stated the union “had a lot of strikes and if the
Union came in . . . the employees would be out on strike” because the
statement threatened employees that a strike was unavoidable if the union
was elected.100
An employer may, however, lawfully discuss strikes or accompanying violence as a possible consequence of unionization. For example,
the employer in Milford Plains lawfully told employees that bringing
in a union may result in a strike and that strike misconduct might then
occur.101
An employer also may not tell employees, without explanation, that
they could lose their jobs to permanent replacements in the event of
a strike.102 In Laidlaw Corp., the Board held that permanently replaced
economic strikers who have made unconditional offers to return to work
have the right to full reinstatement when positions become available and
the right to be placed on a preferential hiring list until that time.103 Thus,
an employer may not threaten that, as a result of a strike, employees will
be deprived of their rights in a manner inconsistent with Laidlaw. As
examples, the Board found that a company president unlawfully stated
that striking employees could be “permanently replaced and therefore
lose their employment here at Virginia Concrete,”104 and the Board found
that the statement, “if you value your job and your continued future . . .
you must come to work regardless of a strike!” was a veiled threat of job
loss.105
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Other Impermissible Threats by an Employer
Questioning an Employee’s Loyalty to the Employer
An employer may not state or suggest that it considers union support to be inconsistent with loyalty to the company or that only loyalty
would be rewarded.106 Thus, discharging employees for disloyalty is
unlawful when the employer’s true motive is to forestall and discourage
unionization.107
The Board has also found it unlawful for an employer to state that
employees who signed union authorization cards were not loyal.108 For
example, a supervisor unlawfully stated he was personally hurt when
a salesman went to the union without presenting the problems to the
supervisor first.109 By doing so, according to the Board, the supervisor
unlawfully equated personal disloyalty to him with engaging in protected, concerted activities.

Disparaging Employees and the Union
The Board has held that “disparagement” of employees and the union
is not per se unlawful. The Board’s analysis focuses on the language
the employer used and the employer’s statutory right to express its
opinion.110
Comments designed to undermine employee support for the union
by suggesting that the union would be unable to properly represent the
employees are unlawful.111 For example, the Board found an employer’s
comments that the employer “would give [employees] more than the
union” and once the employees and the employer “got past this thing,
we can move on to something bigger and better” were unlawful. The
Board’s decision focused on the likelihood that the comments were
designed to undermine employee support for the union by suggesting
that the union was unable to properly represent the employees.
Similarly, a supervisor’s comment that the union could not help a
recently discharged worker get his job back because it was too weak, it
had no money, it had a lawyer with Alzheimer’s disease, and that employees should have voted against the union, was unlawful denigration.112
Offensive language alone may not be unlawful if it is free of threat. As
examples, the Board has found no violation when the employer called
employees and/or union representatives “bastards” and “pigs,” “trash,”
“a bunch of pimps and whores,” “liars,” and other profanities.113

Questioning Employees About Union Activities
Many employers and persons who act for employers believe that a
union organizing drive is a personal affront. Many other employers are
surprised or confused that employees would seek to organize. Thus, in
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many situations the employer’s natural reaction is to seek out employees
and ask them why the employees are pursuing unionization.
Section 8(a)(1) of the Act does not per se prevent an employer
from questioning employees about unionization efforts.114 While some
limited questioning of employees is permitted, coercive questioning
has been found to constitute unlawful interrogation and thus unlawful interference of statutory employee rights. When it is found to be
illegal, questioning employees is considered interference with the
right to organize because employees may believe that the employer
may attempt to retaliate against individuals who admit to supporting
a union.
The Board’s test to determine the legality of questioning is whether,
under the totality of circumstances, the questioning interferes with the
employee’s protected rights.115 In analyzing alleged interrogations under
the Rossmore House test, the Board considers several factors:
•

The employer’s history of union animus and/or discrimination;

•

The nature of the information sought;

•

The identity of the questioner;

•

The place and method of the interrogation;

•

The truthfulness of the questioned employee’s reply;

•

The validity of the employer’s purpose;

•

Whether the employer’s purpose was communicated by the
employer to the employee; and

•

Whether the employee was given assurances against reprisal.

The factors are not mechanically applied nor is a strict evaluation of
each factor required.116 To the contrary, the Board views the factors as
“useful indicia that serve as a starting point” for assessing the totality of
circumstances.

Questioning Employees About Their Union Sympathies
It is unlawful to question employees about the status of a union
organizing drive.117 Questioning employees as to their opinion about the
union or about their union membership is generally found to be unlawful118 as is questioning about employee union affiliations, internal union
affairs, union meetings, or whether the employee has signed union
cards.119 Asking employees about their opinions of the union or about
their opinions of other union members may also be unlawful.120
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Casual questioning by a supervisor is generally permissible if, under
the totality of the circumstances, the conversation is non-coercive, the
employee does not have any reason to hide his or her support of
the union, the employer does not have a history of animosity toward the
union, and the questions are general and non-threatening in nature.121
However, interrogations that, viewed alone as discrete occurrences,
would be lawful can nonetheless violate Section 8(a)(1) of the Act if the
conduct is repeated.122
The Board generally affords employers somewhat greater latitude in questioning open and active union supporters but the
“totality of circumstances” test nonetheless applies. 123 For example,
the Board applied the “totality of circumstances” test and found
that an employer had unlawfully questioned an open and active
union supporter when the questioning took place in a manager’s
office immediately following the union supporter’s performance
evaluation. 124

Questioning Applicants About Their Union Sympathies
An employer is also prohibited from questioning applicants for
employment concerning their union activities and from discouraging
applicants from affiliating with the union by making derogatory, antiunion statements.125 An employer need not ask the applicant a prohibited interview question before the Board will find unlawful interference
in a pre-employment setting. Questions on job application forms regarding union affiliation may also be unlawful.126

Questioning Employees in Prepara tion for Defense
of an Unfair Labor Practice Charge
The Board has determined that, despite the “inherent danger of
coercion” in allowing employers to question employees regarding
matters implicating the employees’ Section 7 rights, employers may
question employees in preparing a defense to unfair labor practice
charges.127
More specifically, employers may question employees about facts and
issues raised in an unfair labor practice charge or a complaint without
violating Section 8(a)(1) of the Act when such interrogation is necessary
in preparing the employer’s defense for trial of the case. However, the
Board and the courts mandate specific safeguards designed to minimize
the coercive impact of such interrogation.
Prior to questioning, the employer must:
•

Communicate to the employee the purpose of the questioning;

•

Assure the employee that no reprisal will take place;
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•

Obtain the employee’s voluntary cooperation;

•

Question employees in a context free from employer hostility
to union organization;

•

Ensure the questioning itself is non-coercive;

•

Ensure the questioning does not exceed the necessities of the
legitimate purpose by prying into other union matters;

•

Ensure that the questioning does not illicit information concerning an employee’s subjective state of mind; and

•

Ensure that the questioning does not otherwise interfere with
employee statutory rights.

An employer who does not provide such safeguards loses the benefits
of the privilege and may be found to have violated Section 8(a)(1) of
the Act.

Polling of Employees About Their Union Sympathies
Polling employees about their union sympathies after the union has
filed a petition is unlawful.128 The Board believes that such a poll conducted while the Board election is pending does not “serve any legitimate interest of the employer that would not be better served by the
forthcoming Board election.”
Absent unusual circumstances, an employer may poll employees prior
to the union’s filing a petition provided the employer adheres to all of
the following safeguards:
•

The purpose of the poll is to determine the truth of a union’s
claim of majority;

•

This purpose is communicated to the employees;

•

Assurances against reprisal are given;

•

Employees are polled by secret ballot; and

•

The employer has not engaged in unfair labor practices or
otherwise created a coercive atmosphere.129

An employer’s pre-election poll in which individual employees were
asked whether they intended to vote for the union and the employer
recorded the names and answers was unlawful.130 Similarly, an employer
violated Section 8(a)(1) of the Act when it conducted its own election
after the official election was canceled, and the employer did not comply with the Struksnes safeguards.131
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Promise, Grant, Denial, or Withdrawal of Wages
or Benefits During an Organizational Campaign
It is unlawful to promise wage increases, promotions, improved
working conditions, additional benefits, or special favors if employees
either refuse to join, or vote against, the union. As examples of the
classic cases, the Board found a company owner’s suggestion that the
company could provide an employee with a raise but not until “this is
all over” was unlawful.132 It is also unlawful to promise increased wages
and benefits if union is not elected.133

Promising or Granting Wages or Benefits to Influence
Potential Employee-Voters
An employer may not promise or grant anything of value to attempt
to influence employees during a union organizing drive. The Board has
determined that it is unlawful to:
•

Increase general wages to forestall unionization;134

•

Promise improved pension benefits if the union lost the
election;135

•

Offer to increase individual wages and/or provide additional
benefits in return for abandoning union support;136

•

Change the manner of calculating overtime worked by including holiday hours as hours worked;137

•

Tell an employee that the employer could assist the employee
in buying a house in the same conversation in which the
employer question the employee about union organizing and
her support for the union was unlawful;138

•

Grant Christmas bonuses for the first time during the course of
a unionization campaign;139 and

•

Promise wage increases in return for rejection of union one
day after the first union meeting constitutes interference.140

It is also unlawful to offer to promote an ardent union-supporting
employee to a higher-paying supervisory position when the employer
did so for the purposes of attempting to prevent the employee from
voting in an impending secret ballot election.141
Promising unspecified benefits is also unlawful. As examples, it was
unlawful for an employer to promise that it would “give [the employees] more than the union,”142 to tell an employee-union supporter,
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“take the badge off and stop all of your union activities and keep
your mouth shut and you might just get what you want,”143 to tell
employees that if the union got in conditions would be the same, but
if the union did not get in conditions would improve.144 Given totality of circumstances, the Board also found that a company president’s
statement to employees to give him a chance and he “will deliver”
was unlawful.145
However, granting wage increases or improved benefits during an
organizing campaign is not per se unlawful. The Board presumes that
such action is objectionable and/or unlawful unless the employer
establishes that the timing of the action was governed by factors
other than the pending election.146 When such allegations are made,
the General Counsel need not prove that the employer’s motive in
granting the pre-election benefit was to influence votes. Instead, the
General Counsel need only prove by a preponderance of the evidence that employees would reasonably view the grant of benefits as
an attempt to interfere with or coerce them in their choice on union
representation. Evidence that the employer granted benefits during
the pre-election period is sufficient objective proof to warrant a presumption of unlawful effect. The employer may rebut the presumption
by demonstrating a legitimate business reason for the timing of the
raise.147
The Board’s careful evaluation of the timing of the employer’s action
is evident in numerous cases. For example, the Board found a violation
when an employer’s introduction of an employee insurance plan and
grant of an additional paid holiday occurred after employee organizing activity had begun but before the election.148 Similarly, although
the employer deliberated the possibility of granting paid sick days and
personal holidays “on and off” for a year, the final decision to grant
the new benefits was unlawful when it was made after employees
sought unionization, and the employer failed to produce convincing evidence of a legitimate business reason to explain the timing.149
Issuing a revised employee handbook that detailed new vacation, sick
leave, and funeral leave benefits four days before a union election was
unlawful.150
Employers have had varying success in demonstrating a legitimate
business reason for the timing of its action. In one case an employer
was able to prove that its distribution of a revised employee handbook
with improved medical benefits fewer than ten days before the election
was lawful.151 Another employer rebutted the presumption of unlawful
effects by proving that the changes were the result of legitimate business
reasons, and not the union’s organization campaign, and were planned
for nearly one year before implementation. The Board also determined
that an employer’s announcement that it intended to make improvements to its existing insurance program was lawful, in part, because it
was made at a time when no election was scheduled or even petitioned
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for and there was no indication that a better time existed to announce
the company-wide improvement.152

Denying, Delaying, or Withholding Wages or Benefits
to Influence Employee-Voters
Reducing wages or eliminating benefits because employees engaged
in union organizing efforts is unlawful.153 An employer may not deny
payment of bonuses,154 curtail privileges such as coffee breaks or restroom breaks,155 withdraw insurance and pension benefits,156 discontinue
paid vacations or sick leave,157 or eliminate overtime pay.158
The more difficult issue arises when, prior to union organizing activity, an employer had planned a wage or benefit adjustment to take place
on a date that subsequently falls within a pre-election period. On the
one hand, the Board will likely view the timing of the increase as sufficient to trigger the presumption of unlawful effect. On the other hand,
the employer may not deny or delay implementing the planned adjustment because of the organizational campaign.
With respect to planned increases, the Board has long maintained that
an employer is required to proceed with an expected wage or benefit
adjustment as if the union “were not on the scene.”159 An exception to
this rule is that the employer may postpone such a wage increase or
benefit adjustment as long as it makes clear to the employees that the
increase or adjustment would occur whether or not they select a union
and that the sole purpose of the postponement is to avoid the appearance of influencing the election’s outcome.
In making such announcements, however, an employer must avoid
attributing “the onus for the postponement of adjustments in wages and
benefits” to the union or disparaging or undermining the union by creating the impression that the union stood in the way of the employees
getting the planned wage increases and benefits.160 Thus, the Board has
decided that an employer’s statement that it “could not implement any
new benefits while union organizing efforts were active” was overly
broad and unlawful because the statement effectively blamed the delay
on the mere presence of a union campaign.161

Soliciting and Resolving Employee Complaints About the
Employer for the Purpose of Influencing Employee-Voters
It is not unlawful, during a pre-election period and organizing campaign, for an employer to continue its pre-existing practice of soliciting
employees’ grievances and complaints provided the employer does
not vary from the past manner and methods of solicitation.162 Thus,
the Board found that an employee opinion survey distributed to all
employees was not unlawful solicitation of grievances, in part, because
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the employer had a past practice of conducting employee surveys.163
Similarly, the Board found that an employer did not unlawfully solicit
grievances when an employee initiated the conversation in which the
employee requested that a grievance be remedied.164
When an employer undertakes to solicit employee grievances during
an organizational campaign, the Board finds a “compelling inference”
that the employer is implicitly promising to correct the grievances.165 For
example, the solicitation of employee grievances at pre-election meetings raises a rebuttable inference that the employer is making a promise
to remedy the grievance.166 The Board has decided that “the vice in
such violation lies not in the solicitation itself but rather in the promise,
inferred or explicit, that the grievance will be corrected without union
representation.”167 The Board finds such conduct unlawful because it
may influence employees to vote against union representation.
A promise to resolve the complaint may also be implied when it
appears that the solicitation of opinions had never been done before
and the solicitation occurs in the context of an organizational campaign.168 Thus, the Board found that an employer, with no history of
asking employees to express their complaints, violated Section 8(a)(1) of
the Act when the owner called an employee meeting following a union’s
demand for recognition and asked the employees to air their grievances
and suggested or implied that the employees’ grievances would be
resolved without need for a union.169
The Board has found implied promises to remedy grievances in a
myriad of circumstances. For example, asking employees to state their
complaints and promising to “look into the complaints” was unlawful170
as was a district manager’s request to know the nature of employee
complaints “because she wanted to be given an opportunity before it
went as far as the Union[.]”171

Employer Surveillance of Employee Union Organizing Activities
Generally
It is unlawful for an employer to spy on employees engaged in union
activities and to lead employees to believe that union activities are being
monitored. While not per se unlawful, this employer conduct has a reasonable tendency to discourage union activity.
The test of lawfulness is whether there was proper justification to
monitor and whether the monitoring reasonably tended to coerce
employees.172 Examples of surveillance that may constitute interference,
restraint, or coercion include spying on union members, their meetings,
and their organizers by management.173 For example, the Board determined that the employer unlawfully spied on a union meeting when
the employer’s human resources administrator and production manager
were observed driving by a park recreation area that was accessible only
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by a dead-end road.174 The Board determined that neither coincidence
nor chance brought the employer representatives to that location and
the only reasonable explanation that they went there was for the purpose of monitoring employees’ union activity.

Creating the Impression That Employee Union Activities
Are Being Monitored
It is also unlawful to create the impression that the employer is monitoring the union or employee union activities. The Board’s policy behind
finding “impression of surveillance” as unlawful is “that employees should
be free to participate in union organizing campaigns without the fear that
members of management are peering over their shoulders, taking note of
who is involved in union activities, and in what particular ways.”175
Thus, the Board often finds employer remarks or activities when it
implies that the employer is watching union activities or has specific
knowledge of union activities. As examples, the Board found all of the
following employer remarks and actions unlawful:
•

An employer’s statement that it was attempting to identify
union supporters;176

•

A employer’s statement that employees should raise a contested campaign issue with the union organizer “the next time
you have a meeting . . . in Malarkey’s [restaurant];”177

•

Asking an employee who hosted a union meeting at her home
about her duties as hostess;178

•

A statement that implied the employer knew the date and location of union meetings;179

•

Appearing to purposefully follow workers to overhear their
conversations;180

•

A supervisor’s statement that the supervisors had been instructed by the employer “to watch for anyone involved with union
activities;”181 and

•

Using video cameras to record employee activities.182

Lawful Surveillance by an Employer
The Act’s prohibition against monitoring employee union activities
and creating the impression of surveillance may not apply in three general situations. First, employers have the right to supervise employees
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during work time. Observation of union activity in the course of work
supervision is not unlawful surveillance.183 However, the Board has
placed limits on an employer’s right to supervise. An employer may not
follow an employee closely and constantly during working hours until
the employee vents his anger.184 Continuous scrutiny over substantial
periods of time may constitute coercive surveillance.185
Second, an employer may lawfully observe union activity if the
activity is open, obvious, and occurs on or very near to the employer’s
premises.186 The Board generally acknowledges that an employer’s
“mere observation of open, public union activity on or near its property does not constitute unlawful surveillance.”187 Thus, the Board
found that a company president did not engage in unlawful surveillance when he observed employees distributing literature at the company gate while he was smoking a cigarette outside the company’s
tobacco free administration building.188 An employer’s observation of
handbilling activity that had occurred openly for two months was not
unlawful.189
Third, in limited circumstances, the Board may find that employer
comments directed toward an open and active union supporter do not
create an impression of surveillance.190

Asking Employees to Monitor Union Activities
on Behalf of the Employer
The Board has long maintained that an employer cannot collaborate
with employees to engage in surveillance.191 Thus, an employer cannot encourage an employee to report back regarding union activities,192
instruct employees to spy on union activities,193 solicit the assistance of
employees in reporting union activities,194 or request that an employee
obtain a copy of union literature.195

Unlawful Employment Discrimination Based
on Union Activities
Section 8(a)(3) of the Act provides that it is an unfair labor practice for
an employer to discriminate “in regard to hire or tenure of employment
or any term or condition of employment to encourage or discourage
membership in any labor organization.”196

Some Allegations of Discrimination Require Proof
of Union Animus to Be Unlawful
To establish a prima facie case of unlawful discrimination turning on
the employer’s motive, the General Counsel must prove:
•

The existence of union or protected activity;
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•

Employer knowledge of the union activity;

•

Employer animus; and

•

An adverse employment action taken against those involved or
suspected of involvement in union or protected activity which
has the effect of encouraging or discouraging union activity.197

Once the General Counsel has established a prima facie case, the
burden shifts to the employer to demonstrate that it would have taken
the same action against the employee notwithstanding the employee’s
union activities or protected conduct. Importantly, the employer’s burden under the Wright Line analysis is to establish that it would have
discharged the employee and not simply that it could have discharged
the employee for improper conduct.198 For example, an employer successfully showed that it would have taken the same action against an
employee who engaged in union activities in the absence of those
union activities by proving that unlike other employees, the discharged
employee repeatedly refused to work overtime.199
The legal effect of the employer’s action thus turns on the employer’s
motive for taking the adverse employment action. The Board’s decision
in Wright Line provides the analytical framework for resolving discrimination allegations turning on the employer’s motivation.200 The Board
has recently articulated that test as:
[T]he General Counsel must first make a prima facie showing sufficient
to support the inference that protected conduct was a ‘motivating
factor’ in the employer’s decision. Once accomplished, the burden
shifts to the employer to demonstrate that the same action would
have taken place notwithstanding the protected conduct. It is also
well settled, however, that when a respondent’s stated motives for
its actions are found to be false, the circumstances may warrant an
inference that the true motive is one that the respondent desires to
conceal. The motive may be inferred from the total circumstances
proved. Under certain circumstances, the Board will infer animus in
the absence of direct evidence. That finding may be inferred from
the record as a whole.201

In the Board’s view, evidence of suspicious timing, false reasons for
the action given in defense of the action, and the failure to adequately
investigate the employee’s alleged misconduct all support an inference
of animus and discriminatory motivation.202
In addition, because the Board will infer animus from the record as a
whole, myriad other facts and circumstances in the record may support
the inference. For example, in one case the Board cited the employer’s
union-free policy statement contained in the employee manual as evidence of animus.203
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Discharge and Constructive Discharge
An employer may not discharge an employee because the
employee engaged in union activities.204 Using the Wright Line
principles, the Board found employers had unlawfully discharged
employees when:
•

The discharged employee joined a union;205

•

The discharged employee complained of working conditions, contacted the union, planned and facilitated union
meetings, and obtained coworker signatures on authorization cards;206

•

The discharged employee distributed union literature;207

•

The discharged employee signed an authorization card, held
union meetings in her home, and collected signed authorization cards from other employees;208

•

The employer discharged all of the employees it believed
to be union proponents at a time when the employer
was short-staffed and having difficulty hiring qualified
employees;209

•

The employer refused to rehire a employee who supported the
union;210 and

•

The employer discharged an employee who told the employer he
was going to vote for the union in the upcoming election.211

The Board also recognizes Section 8(a)(3) violations based on the
theory of constructive discharge.212 The Board has stated the test for
constructive discharge allegations as:
There are two elements which must be proven to establish a
‘constructive discharge. First, the burdens imposes upon the
employee must cause, and be intended to cause, a change in his
working conditions so difficult or unpleasant as to force him to
resign. Second, it must be shown that those burdens were imposed
because of the employee’s union activities.213

For example, the Board determined that an employee was constructively discharged after the employer cancelled his status as
a lead person trainee, ended his chances of wage increases or
advancement, cursed him, revoked a previously promised leave of
absence for the employee’s wedding, and invited him to quit if he
did not like it.214
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As with all cases turning on the employer’s motive, once the
General Counsel has made a prima facie showing of unlawful discharge, the burden shifts to the employer to demonstrate that the
same action would have taken place notwithstanding the protected
conduct. For example, the Board determined that an employer successfully made the defense when it lawfully discharged an employee
for walking off the job after receiving a direct order to stay. 215

Discipline
The employer may not discipline employees for engaging in union
activities.216 The Board found Section 8(a)(3) violations in all of the following cases:
•

Unlawful to discipline for employees’ attendance at a bargaining session;217

•

Unlawful to discipline for using work computer’s screen saver
to promote the union;218

•

Animus proven by employer’s variance from its normal disciplinary procedure;219

•

Disciplinary suspension to the employee who initiated the
original contact with the union, openly solicited authorization
cards, and challenged management at employee assemblies;220

•

Animus proven where the employer provided no explanation for
failing to follow its own progressive disciplinary procedure;221

•

Animus proven where employee’s conduct did not warrant
discipline under the employer’s work rules;222

•

Animus proven via blatant disparity in taking disciplinary
action against a known union supporter but not other employees who engaged in same conduct;223 and

•

Issuing poor performance evaluations to employees who support the union.224

Discrimination Regarding Other Terms and Conditions
of Employment
The Act’s protection is not limited to those circumstances in which an
employee has been discharged or disciplined. It also protects employees against discriminatory changes in other terms and condition of
employment.
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It is unlawful to transfer employees or change employment conditions
to discourage unionization. As examples, the Board found it unlawful to
transfer an employee while reducing his workload,225 to attempt to force
an employee-union proponent to transfer to the night shift,226 to transfer
an employee to a temporary work assignment that resulted in wage
loss,227 or simply to change an employee’s work assignment.228
It is also unlawful to attempt to prevent the dissemination of union
views by isolating employees who support the union. As examples,
the Board found it unlawful to change an employee’s work assignment
and work schedule in a way that isolated the pro-union employee from
much of rest of workforce229 and to prohibit a pro-union employee from
leaving her work area without permission when no other employee was
similarly restricted.230
Employers may not change its policy or employee requirements or
disparately apply its existing policies and requirements with the intent to
discriminate against union supporting employees. As examples, the Board
found it was unlawful, during a union organizing drive, for an employer
to announce a new and more stringent tardiness policy that would result
in immediate discharge of tardy employees,231 or to institute and implement a harsher disciplinary process,232 to institute increased production
standards,233 or to change from a practice of oral warnings for discipline
to a “written system of progressive discharge culminating in discharge.234
As with all Section 8(a)(3) allegations in which proof of motive is required,
the employer may defend its action by demonstrating that it would have
taken the same action notwithstanding the employee’s protected conduct.235

Refusing to Hire an Applicant Because of Union
Membership or Activity
Based on the Wright Line burdens of proof, the Board has defined
the specific elements the General Counsel must prove to demonstrate a
prima facie refusal to hire violation:
To establish a discriminatory refusal to hire, the General Counsel
must . . . first show the following at the hearing on the merits:
(1) that the [employer] was hiring, or had concrete plans to hire, at
the time of the alleged unlawful conduct; (2) that the applicants had
experience or training relevant to the announced or generally known
requirements of the positions for hire, or in the alternative, that the
employer has not adhered uniformly to such requirements, or that
the requirements were themselves pretextual or were applied as a
pretext for discrimination; and (3) that antiunion animus contributed
to the decision not to hire the applicants.236

The Board has been able to prove antiunion animus in a number
of different interview circumstances. As examples, animus was proven
based on the unrebutted testimony that the interviewer said to the
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applicant, “you’re union? I can’t use you, you’re union. I can’t hire anybody from the union”237 and when an employer asked an applicant if he
had worked for any unionized employers in the recent past or whether
the applicant “had ever been any part of the Union.”238
Animus may also be found in the totality of the employer’s conduct.
For example, the Board found that a temporary-help provider violated
Section 8(a)(3) of the Act when it permanently barred from its property
an applicant who circulated a petition requesting the provider change
its practice of requiring employees to be at the office each morning to
register for work.239

Some Allegations of Discrimination Are Per Se Violations
of the Act Because the Employer Action Is “Inherently
Destructive” of Important Employee Legal Rights
If it can reasonably be concluded that the employer’s discriminatory
conduct is “inherently destructive of important employee rights,” no
proof of an anti-union animus is needed.240 This is so because “such
conduct carries its own indicia of intent.”241 The burden then shifts
to the employer, which, in order to avoid the finding of a Section
8(a)(3) violation, must prove that it “was motivated by legitimate
objectives.”
If the employer fails to meet its burden, the Board will find the
employer has violated Section 8(a)(3) of the Act.242 If the employer
meets its burden, the Board may nevertheless draw an inference of
improper motive from the conduct itself and exercise its duty to strike
the proper balance between the asserted business justifications and
the invasion of employee rights in light of the Act and its policy.243
For example, the Board found that an employer’s conduct in prohibiting union employees from bidding for positions in another facility not
covered by the collective bargaining agreement, during a time when
bargaining unit jobs were being eliminated due to a plant closure, was
inherently destructive.244
If the resulting harm to employee rights is “comparatively slight” and
a substantial and legitimate business end is served, the employer’s conduct is lawful and the General Counsel must prove anti-union motivation to establish a violation.245
Though most often arising in cases in which the employer’s employees
are already unionized, application of the “inherently destructive” doctrine
is not limited to those circumstances. The Board will find certain preelection conduct to be inherently destructive of employee rights as well.
For example, the Board recently found that an employer’s hiring guideline
that denied employment to applicants whose most recent year of work
experience was at a pay level more than 30 percent higher or more than
30 percent lower of the employer’s starting wage rate was inherently
destructive.246
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An Employer Cannot Discriminate Against an Employee
Who Files Charges or Gives Testimony
Section 8(a)(4) provides that an employer commits an unfair labor
practice if the employer discharges or otherwise discriminates against
an employee because the employee has filed charges against the
employer or given testimony under the Act.247 The Board has found
violations in such cases as discharging employees for filing charges
and testifying,248 discriminating in regard to rehiring,249 denying
employment to a job applicant because the applicant testified against
a former employer,250 and discharging supervisors who testify against
their employer.251

Company Unions (“Employer Domination or Assistance
to a Union”)
Historically, some employers believed that the best strategy to prevent unionization was to create its own union or internal union-like
institution that was sympathetic to the employer’s wishes. In other
words, some employers attempted to forestall unionization by creating
company committees or organizations then dominating the workings
of those entities. Still other employers attempted to influence external
unions by providing financial support or access to facilities or access to
employees.
Congress viewed such employer activities as interference with
employee rights, and in 1935 passed Section 8(a)(2) of the Act. That
section provides that it is an unfair labor practice for an employer to “to
dominate or interfere with the formation or administration of any labor
organization or contribute financial or other support to it[.]”252
Classic examples of activities that constitute unlawful domination and support of a union include establishing company unions,253
having supervisors attend and vote at union meetings,254 contributing
financial support to the union,255 providing clerical assistance and
support to the union,256 and soliciting employers on behalf of a labor
organization.257
Except in the construction industry, an employer also may not recognize or enter into a collective bargaining agreement with a union that
does not have majority status.258 An employer can, however, enter into a
contract with an incumbent union whose representation has been challenged. A timely representation petition will put the incumbent union to
the test of demonstrating in an election that it is still the majority choice
for bargaining representative.259
Finally, Section 8(a)(2) permits employees to confer with the employer
during working hours without loss of time or pay. Payments to employees acting in a representative capacity are also covered.
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When Are Employee Participation Initiatives Unlawful?
As described above, an employer violates Section 8(a)(2) of the
Act if it invites employees to form a shop committee that substitutes
for a union.260 Many employers, however, have made employee communications and employee relations a business priority believing such
arrangements lead to increased quality of goods and services, reduced
machine downtime, better employee communications, and a generally
more satisfactory work experience for employees. These groups, with
such designations as employee advisory committees, quality circles,
communication committees, high performance work teams, employee
involvement teams, etc., can be collectively described as employee participation initiatives.
The Board’s concern with employee participation initiatives is its
belief that some of the initiatives are sophisticatedly veiled employerdominated labor organizations. Since at least 1992 the Board has analyzed employee participation initiatives in their many varied forms to
determine their lawfulness under the Act. The basic teaching of those
cases follows.
Because labor organization status is a necessary element of Section
8(a)(2) violations, prior to finding a violation the Board must determine
whether an employee participation initiative is a statutory labor organization.261 The term “labor organization” is defined as an entity that “exists
for the purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with employers concerning grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employment, or conditions of work.”262 Thus, the critical issue with employee
participation initiatives is whether the employee group “deals with” the
employer on wages, hours, and working conditions.
The Board has determined that “dealing with” means “a bilateral
mechanism involving proposals from the employee committee concerning the subjects listed in Section 2(5), coupled with real or apparent
consideration of those proposals by management.”263 “That ‘bilateral
mechanism’ ordinarily entails a pattern or practice in which a group of
employees, over time, makes proposals to management, [and] management responds to these proposals by acceptance or rejection by word
or deed[.]”264
For example, the Board found that an employee grievance committee did “deal with” the employer when it made recommendations to
management who accepted some of the recommendations but rejected
others.265 In other words, the committee and the company “went
back and forth explaining themselves until an acceptable result was
achieved.”
There is no “dealing,” however, if the employee participation initiative’s “purpose is limited to performing essentially a managerial”
function.266 For example, the Board found that an employee participation initiative did not “deal with” an employer when the employee
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participation initiative exercised authority comparable to that of the
front-line supervisor in the traditional plant setting.267
In Crown Cork & Seal, the Board expressly rejected the General
Counsel’s contention that the employee participation initiatives at issue
were labor organizations because “none of the seven committees possess authority that is final and absolute.”268 The Board determined that an
employee participation initiative need not be granted final and absolute
authority to be lawful because “[f]ew, if any, supervisors in a conventional plant possess authority that is final and absolute.”269
In so determining, the Board focused its analysis on “spheres of
delegated authority.”270 The Board analogized the workings of the
employee participation initiative to that of “one level of management
[the employee participation initiative], acting within its sphere of delegated authority, forwards for review its recommendations to a higher
level of authority (e.g., the plant manager).”271 The Board determined
that such an exchange was not “dealing” contemplated by the Act.272
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